Visualizing impact to accelerate change

Example data sets

Below is a list of examples of datasets that might be useful, but other datasets may be used too. Please note that datasets must be publicly available.

Example Data Sources for Climate Action:
- World Bank CCDRs
- Other multilateral organizations' joint annual reports
- Comprehensive report published by the OECD (2015)

Example Data Sources for Gender:
- World Bank Gender Data Portal
- UN Women data site
- UN Minimum set of gender indicators database

Example Data Sources for Fragility/Conflict Support:
- ACLED (database of conflict events)
- GDELT news/events
- OECD financing
- IATI data
- World Bank: Worldwide Governance Indicators

Example Data Sources for Scaling up Human Capital Financing:
- World Bank Human Capital data
- Human Capital Index
- World Bank: Health data
- World Bank: Education data
- Brookings Institution: Future of Work
- McKinsey: The Future of Work
- World Economic Forum: Future of Education, Gender, and Work

Example Data Sources for Debt and Financing:
- World Bank Debt Data
- World Bank: International Debt Statistics
- World Bank & IMF: Quarterly External Debt Statistics (SDDS & GDDS)
- World Bank & IMF: Quarterly Public Sector Debt
- IMF Balance of Payments
- IMF International Finance Statistics
- ACLED (database of conflict events)
- GDELT news/events
- World Bank: World Governance Indicators

Example Data Sources for Assessing Job Benefits from Economic Transformation:
- Global Jobs Indicators Database
- World Bank Jobs Diagnostic
- Bank's Report "Pathways to Better Jobs in IDA Countries"